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Vicuna live in the high altitudes of the central Andes 
mountains of South America – and are most common in 
Peru.  Vicuna wool is considered to be the finest, 
thinnest, softest, and warmest wool in the world.  It is 
this very warm, thin, light wool that allows the Vicuna 
to survive in the inhospitable, cold conditions present in 
the high altitudes of the Andes mountains.  Due to its 
special characteristics (thin, soft, and warm) Vicuna 
wool has been highly prized as a fiber for making coats, 
scarves, sweaters, and other garments.   
 

Vicuna wool is also somewhat rare when compared to other wool sources.  Vicuna hairs 
grow very slowly and a typical animal produces only about 1 pound of wool a year (an 
average sheep produces somewhere around 10 pounds of wool a year).  Vicuna are also 
difficult to domesticate and the majority of Vicuna in South America are still wild.   
 
As demand for the warm, rare Vicuna wool grew, so did its cost.  Vicuna were hunted for 
their expensive wool coats until they were declared an Endangered Species in 1974 
(approximately 6000 Vicuna were all that remained) and were protected by law. 
 
Today the Vicuna has recovered somewhat and their current population is approximately 
125,000 (the Vicuna has recently been listed as Threatened rather than Endangered).  The 
Peruvian government has a program in place that allows wild Vicuna to be captured, 
sheared, and returned unharmed to the wild.  This sheared Vicuna wool is always identified 
by an official government document and is the only Vicuna wool that can be legally 
exported to the United States and other countries.  
 
The government shearing program has reduced the numbers of poachers that kill Vicuna for 
their wool because a sheared Vicuna is worth little (most of its fur has already been 
removed).  However, poachers still manage to kill many Vicuna every year and sell their 
wool illegally.  Illegal wool should always be easy to identify, however, because it is not 
accompanied by an official government document.  All Vicuna wool and Vicuna wool 
products must have an official government document to enter the United States. 
 
There are numerous websites containing information about Vicunas, Vicuna wool, and 
Vicuna products.  The information above was collected from several sites – including: 
 
Vicuna – (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vicu%C3%B1a) 
Peruvian Indians Save The Once Endangered Vicuna  
    (tierramerica.net/2004/0327/iacentos.shtml) 
Vicuna Wool Is The Most Expensive Wool – (most-expensive.net/wool) 
International Trade In Vicuna Fibers – (fws.gov/le/PubBulletins/PBvicunafiber.htm) 
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